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Statistics explained

In the online handbook (www.gpCPD.com) you will find a simple summary of all the statistics used in this
book. It’s written by us GPs, none of whom are great statisticians, so it should make sense in a way that some
statistics books might not! It should also help registrars preparing for the AKT!
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We try to avoid using abbreviations except where they are universally recognised (MI, COPD). Statistical
abbreviations are listed and explained in the Statistics chapter (www.gpCPD.com). We do abbreviate journal
references:
Ann. Int. Med.
Arch. Int. Med.
BJGP
BMJ
DTB
JAMA
MeReC
NEJM
NICE
SIGN
UKMI

Annals of Internal Medicine
Archives of Internal Medicine
British Journal of General Practice
British Medical Journal
Drugs and Therapeutics Bulletin
Journal of the American Medical Association
National Prescribing Centre Bulletins (not exactly an abbreviation!)
New England Journal of Medicine
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network
UK Medicines Information
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co.uk!) and type the ‘article number’ without the date (e.g. CD002946) into the search engine.
UKMI question and answer references are given as UKMI 55.6 (the question number), followed by the year.
To access the original article go to www.evidence.nhs.uk and type UKMI followed by the question number (i.e.
UKMI 55.6) and this will take you to the article.
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We make every effort to ensure the information in these pages is accurate and correct at the date of publication, but
it is of necessity of a brief and general nature, and this should not replace your own good clinical judgement, or be
regarded as a substitute for taking professional advice in appropriate circumstances. In particular check drug doses,
side-effects and interactions with the British National Formulary. Save insofar as any such liability cannot be excluded
at law, we do not accept any liability for loss of any type caused by reliance on the information in these pages.
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